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earn an increasing weekly sum for their masters. In Coventry, after
about 1773, fr became the custom to take numbers of outdoor appren-
tices who worked in factories and overstocked and degraded the trade.
In London, however, there seems to have been great moderation in
taking apprentices. In 1798 the trade was in a terrible state of distress,
partly at least due to the ill-judged clock and watch duty of 1797. A
society was formed to relieve the artisans and help them to redeem the
tools they had pawned. They visited 1,101 distressed artisans in Clerk-
enwell and found among these 886 wives, 1,945 children and 301
apprentices - a very small proportion, though probably many of the
children worked. These people's gross weekly earnings before the tax
had been £1,511; £416 since. Tools, working-room and light of
course came out of this. Between them they had pawned things to the
value of £1,503. Weekly earnings in 1786 in the various subordinate
branches were estimated at from 125. to 303. a week, those of a watch-
maker or finisher working as a chamber-master at three guineas.54
Though some branches of the watchmaking trade were certainly not
highly paid, wholesale distress among the London watchmaking arti-
sans was new,57 but cries of starvation from Spitalfields were recurrent.
The Spitalfields weaver is often taken as the type of the highly-
intelligent and skilled craftsman who flourished under the domestic
system. Some examination of the conditions of his life, which were
dependent on the structure of his trade, will throw light on the system
as well as on a large section of the working classes of London.
The London silk trade as an important textile industry dates from the
immigration of Huguenots after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes
in 1685, Long before that however, there had been a silk industry in
London, and in 1675 it was asserted that there were 'an hundred
thousand people small and great' dependent on the London trade.58
This is doubtless an exaggeration, but Defoe in 1705 credits the still
more incredible estimate of 50,000 ribbon-weavers in London about the
year i679.59 At all events there were in the later seventeenth century
many silk-weavers in the eastern outskirts of London, chiefly employed
in making ribbons for which the fashions of the time created a great
demand. The French taught these weavers to make broad silks of a
workmanship which was new in England, notably lustrings and ala-
xno<ies. The silk trade expanded rapidly, and Massie calls William JR. its

